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An Answer to a Question of
R.G. Gibson and F. Roush

Theorem. There exists a connected function / : [0,1] - ► R which is not

almost continuous.

Proof. Let C be the Cantor set in the interval I = [0,1], {(a„, bn) : n G
{1,2, . . .}} the set of all components of I'C , and / : I - ► R the function defined
by

f(x) = { <°r

[ 0 otherwise.

The graph Gj of / is connected in R2. To see this let us observe that /
continuous at every point x 6 U^Li (an, bn) and at an from the right and
bn from the left. The cluster set of / at an from the left equals [-1,1].

K is any continuum with a non-degenerated projection on the x-axis such th

projj/C = [an - 6, an] for some S > 0, projyÄ" C (-1,1), then K D G/ ^ <f> sinc
G j contains a sequence of segments with endpoints (onjt,- 1), (6nt,l) for som
sequence (anjb) such that anjt - ► an, ank < an. The same argument shows that
is connected at the other points of the Cantor set. Hence / is connected.
We shall show that / is not almost continuous. To this end denote by An th

open parallelogram with the vertices at the points (an- ^(6n- an), - l), (an, - ^

(6n,^) and (bn + ¿(6„ - an),l), and by (ano,6no) a fixed component of

There is a subsequence (ant)*>i °f the sequence (an)n>no such that bnk < a„
and ank - »• ano monotonically.
Set

^ = ( - Yo'0"») ^ U (bnkiank+l) U (an0) 1^)
and note that the open set

-U/.uH-i.i)]
340

contains G f. Our purpose is to show that there is no continuous function whose
graph is included in G. Suppose that the graph Gg of some function g : I -> R is

contained in G. Then g takes values less than - ^ and values greater than ^ on
each interval (ank,bnk). Hence the cluster set of g at ano from the left contains

the interval [- 15,^]. Therefore, g cannot be continuous at x = ano and so /

cannot be almost continuous.

As a corollary we can obtain an answer to a question posed in [2], p. 258
(also see [1], p. 441):
Corollary. There exists a connectivity function / : I - ► I which is not the
uniform limit of a sequence of almost continuous functions fm : I - > I.
Suppose that the function / in the preceding proof is the uniform limit of a

sequence of almost continuous functions fm:I-> I. Then there is an m0 such
that

I /mo (x) - /(*) |< -Jj for all x in I.
Hence G/„0 C G. But fmo is almost continuous, so that G must contain a

continuous function and we arrive at a contradiction.
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